Gas Leak Detection and Repair Carrollton TX

If you believe a gas leak is located in your home, here is what you should do:
Proceed with caution. If you smell the gas leaking, it could be coming from your stove
or hot water heater. Beware when exploring the origins of the smell. If it is your oven,
make certain all burners are off; do not check the pilot light or spark any other type of
flame. If you understand exactly how to securely turn off your water heater, do so, but
do refrain from doing anything that puts you in immediate danger.
Exit the residence. Calmly get every family member and pet out of the house. Hurrying
around might knock something over or pull an electrical cord in an outlet, creating a

spark. Everybody must stand faraway from the home, such as nearby or in a next-door
neighbor's yard.
Get in touch with the utility service provider. The gas company must be informed at
once whenever there is a major gas leak. Only they can completely turn off all sources of
gas in your property. Once they do so, you will be required to wait a while, perhaps
hours, prior to being able to reentering your house. If safe, you can attempt to open up
some home windows from the outdoors to air out the gas faster.
Call us. After the gas company has actually turned off your gas, get in touch with us to
do the needed repairs.
Installing New Gas Lines
Our professionals can also set up completely brand-new gas lines in your home. We
would be happy to speak with you regarding just how to run gas lines for it.
Keep in mind, gas lines are not ideal DIY jobs. Not just can the gas be dangerous, yet
certain building and safety codes must be satisfied. Just licensed experts who are
familiar with the local codes and policies for gas lines can set up or repair them.
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